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ABSTRACT
A Bayesian Hierarchical Model (BHM) is developed to estimate surface vector wind fields (SVW),
and associated uncertainties, over the Mediterranean Sea. The BHM-SVW incorporates data-stage
inputs from analyses and forecasts of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and from the QuikSCAT data record. The process model stage of the BHM-SVW
is based on a Rayleigh Friction Equation model for surface winds. Dynamical interpretations
of posterior distributions of the BHM-SVW parameters are discussed. Ten realizations from the
posterior distribution the BHM-SVW are used to force the data assimilation step of an experimental
ensemble ocean forecast system for the Mediterranean Sea in order to create a set of ensemble
initial conditions. Ensemble initial condition spread is quantified by computing standard deviations
of ocean state variable fields over the 10 ensemble members, driven by 10 realizations from the
BHM-SVW posterior distribution over a 14-day sequential data assimilation period. Ensemble
spread occurs on mesoscale time and space scales, in close association with strong synoptic scale
wind forcing events. A companion paper compares the performance of the MFS ensemble forecasts
given initial condition generation and forecast forcing from the BHM-SVW, with forecasts based
on more traditional methods of ensemble generation.
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1 Introduction
The Mediterranean Forecast System (MFS) is an operational ocean forecasting service, providing
10-day forecasts for the state of the Mediterranean Sea every day1 (Pinardi et al., 2009). As for any
modern forecasting system, MFS scientists are interested in using ensemble ocean forecasts to es-
timate the space-time properties of forecast uncertainties to better understand predictability issues
and to add value for forecast user applications. In this paper we describe a means for generating
ocean ensemble initial conditions and driving ocean ensemble forecasts, with realizations from a
posterior distribution of the surface vector winds (SVWs) as obtained from a Bayesian Hierarchi-
cal Model (BHM). A companion paper (Bonazzi et al., 2009) compares the impacts on the MFS
forecasts of the BHM-SVW ensemble generation method vs. more traditional methods.
A variety of methods for global ensemble weather forecasts have been developed since the late
1980’s, and are in operational use since the 1990’s (e.g. see the comprehensive review by Ehren-
dorfer, 2007; and review papers focusing on Ensemble Kalman Filter Methods, Evensen, 2003;
Ehrendorfer, 2008). Operational ensemble generation approaches for large-scale atmospheric fore-
cast systems include methods based on a) singular vectors of the dynamical operators of weather
forecast models (e.g. Molteni et al., 1996), such that ensembles sample the variability of the fastest
growing instabilities in the system (e.g. as used in the Ensemble Prediction System, EPS, of the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting, ECMWF); b) breeding vectors (e.g.
Toth and Kalnay, 1993; 1997) that rescale and re-sample regions of rapid error growth over time
periods commensurate with an assimilation cycle (e.g. as used at National Centers for Environ-
mental Prediction, NCEP); and c) Ensemble Kalman Filter applications (e.g. Bishop and Toth,
1999; Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001) wherein ensemble generation is based on analysis and
observation error models (e.g. as used at Meteorological Service of Canada).
The regional ocean forecast system perspective differs from that of the global atmosphere, and
so, not surprisingly, the ensemble initial condition generation methodology will differ as well.
Forecast timescales for the ocean system are longer than those for the atmosphere because of
different timescales for hydrodynamic instabilities in the two fluids. Operational ocean forecast
systems, such as MFS, focus on sea surface and upper ocean fields of currents, temperature, and
salinity; as well as vertically-integrated properties of the upper ocean including upper ocean heat
content, dynamic topography, etc. Ensemble initial condition generation methods appropriate for
1See gnoo.bo.ingv.it/mfs. See also the MFSTEP special issue, Ocean Sciences, 2007.
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MFS should therefore optimize physically and observationally realistic spread in these fields on
temporal and spatial scales commensurate with the uncertain components of the ocean circulation
that most affect forecasts on operational timescales (i.e. O(1− 7 d)).
As in initial condition generation methods for the global atmosphere, computational efficien-
cies are critical for practical application of any new methodology for ensemble generation in ocean
forecasting. As such, initial condition ensemble spread for ocean forecast systems must be op-
timized over affordable small ensemble sizes; e.g. O(10) members. Also, ocean ensemble ini-
tial conditions should be in dynamical and thermodynamical balance so that the initial forecast
timesteps are not dominated by artificial adjustments toward balance.
To examine the effects of large ensemble size, Pinardi et al. (2008) used GRID technology to
implement ocean forecast ensembles of 500 members. However, to accommodate limitations in
the GRID system at the time, horizontal resolution was reduced in the forecast model and ad hoc
perturbation techniques were used. The impacts of coarse resolution and ad hoc initial condition
perturbations on the ocean forecasts in MFS are examined in Part 2 of this work (Bonazzi et al.,
2009).
The SVW drives momentum inputs to the upper ocean, and surface wind speed modulates
transfers of heat and material properties (i.e. fresh water) at the air-sea interface. Simple, physically-
based models of the SVW over the ocean consider balances between terms including the effects
of surface pressure gradients, the Coriolis acceleration, and surface friction (e.g. see Stevens et
al., 2002). Ocean dynamical and thermodynamical adjustment to surface wind variability on hori-
zontal scales that characterize the MFS ocean forecast output (i.e. O(10 km)) occurs at the ocean
mesoscales. From an ensemble forecasting perspective, the SVW field provides a means of per-
turbing the ocean fields of interest in dynamically and thermodynamically consistent ways.
From the observational and modelling viewpoints, the ocean SVW process on the scale of
MFS interest is also relatively well known. While accurate surface wind observations from in-
situ point sources (i.e. moorings, drifters, etc.) are relatively rare (e.g. Nittis et al., 2007; Ruti
et al., 2008), the technology of retrieving SVW fields in swaths from space-borne scatterometer
systems is now highly refined (for background see Freilich, 1999 ATBD). Moreover, the properties
of the observational error in SVW retrievals from scatterometer data are also relatively well-known
(e.g. Freilich, 1997; Ebuchi et al., 2002; Draper and Long, 2002; Portabella and Stoffelen, 2002;
Freilich and Vanhoff, 2003).
The BHM to be developed here exploits physically based models, observations, and well-
2
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characterized error properties of the SVW to obtain posterior distributions for the winds over the
Mediterranean Sea every 6hr, at 0.5◦ resolution. These BHM-SVW posterior distributions form
the basis of a new Ocean Ensemble Forecast (OEF) method. Realizations from the posterior dis-
tribution for the surface wind are used to: a) drive an ensemble of 14 d sequential data assimilation
cycles over the analysis period (i.e. days 1A − 14A), and b) drive 10 d ensemble ocean forecasts
(i.e. days 1F − 10F ). The ensemble ocean initial conditions are obtained at the end of the analy-
sis period (day 14A, 12:00 UTC), and one ocean forecast is launched from each initial condition
ensemble member. In this paper we describe the construction of the BHM, examine posterior
distributions for parameters of the BHM-SVW, and demonstrate the BHM-SVW impact on the
ensemble ocean initial conditions. The companion paper (Part 2) compares the impact of the OEF
based on BHM-SVW forcing with OEF impacts based on more traditional approaches (Bonazzi et
al., 2009).
Background information is provided in the next section, regarding: a) properties of SVW fields
from QuikSCAT observations and ECMWF analyses; b) the record of SVW BHMs using scat-
terometer data; and c) specifics of MFS data assimilation methods relevant to the development
of an ensemble ocean initial conditions. The components of the BHM-SVW for ensemble ocean
forecasting in MFS are developed in section 3. BHM results and ensemble ocean initial conditions
derived from realizations of the BHM-SVW are examined in section 5. Section 5 also provides
a discussion of dynamical interpretation and validation of the BHM-SVW posterior distribution.
Conclusions are drawn in section 6. Appendix 1 describes a sophistication of the BHM-SVW pre-
sented here and outlines issues for further research. Appendices 2 and 3 provide the full conditional
and hyperprior specifications, respectively, for the BHM-SVW to be developed here.
2 Background
2.1 SVW from ECMWF Analyses and QuikSCAT Observations
The BHM method makes use of SVW datasets from ECMWF analyses and SVW retrievals from
QuikSCAT observations. Figure 1 depicts typical Mediterranean Sea coverage for ECMWF anal-
yses (red) and QuikSCAT SVW retrievals (black) for a 24hr period (2 February 2005). The
ECMWF analyses are available 4-times daily; at midnight, 6:00, noon, and 18:00 UTC. The
ECMWF surface data utilized by MFS occur on a regular 0.5◦ resolution grid that spans the
3
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Mediterranean Sea domain (Fig. 1)2. By contrast, SVWs are retrieved in 25 km-resolution wind
vector cells (WVC) within the QuikSCAT swaths over the ocean as shown in Fig. 1. QuikSCAT is
in a polar-orbit orientation with an 8◦ declination, such that ascending swaths occur in the Mediter-
ranean in morning hours inclined from southeast to northwest (e.g. panel 2, Fig. 1). Swaths in
descending branches of the polar orbit cross the Mediterranean in evening hours from northeast
to southwest (e.g. panel 4, Fig. 1). The SVW retrievals in Fig. 1 overlay the ECMWF analyses
nearest in time to the QuikSCAT overflight. The maximum temporal difference between ECMWF
analyses and QuikSCAT SVW retrievals in each panel is 3hr. The time between consecutive
QuikSCAT orbits is about 100min.
The QuikSCAT swath width over which useful SVW can be retrieved spans about 1600 km.
Reliable SVW cannot be retrieved at the extreme edges of the swath (not shown in Fig. 1), or from
QuikSCAT observations in instances of heavy rain. Rain-contaminated WVC are flagged in the
QuikSCAT science data product of the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory used here3. The swath
locations precess westward, with exact repeats every 4 days. As such, the positions of inter-swath
gaps, i.e. in the western and extreme eastern basins at 6:00, and in the Ionian Sea at 18:00 UTC
(Fig. 1), change from day to day as well.
SVW retrievals from QuikSCAT observations are readily distinguished from SVW analyses
from ECMWF by comparing kinetic energy (KE) power spectra as functions of spatial wavenum-
ber (k). The inset in Figure 2 locates the positions of spatial series extracted from ECMWF anal-
yses (red), and across portions of QuikSCAT swaths (black). ECMWF line and QuikSCAT cross-
swath locations in these spatial series roughly coincide in the southern portions of the western and
eastern basins of the Mediterranean Sea where the longest continuous series can be obtained.
Figure 2 depicts the KE spectra for the zonal wind components from ECMWF and QuikSCAT
collected in the spatial series denoted in Fig. 2 (map inset). In computing the zonal wind KE
spectra, ECMWF spatial series were only used when a corresponding QuikSCAT cross-swath spa-
tial series was also available. Separate spectra are drawn for each calendar year 2000-2008. This
comparison is typical. QuikSCAT KE spectra exhibit an approximate power-law relation (i.e. a
2ECMWF analysis winds are provided on a Gaussian grid transformed from the spectral truncation of the ECMWF
forecast model. For the period 2000 through February 2006 the ECMWF operational spectral truncation was T511
corresponding to a Gaussian grid resolution of about 40 km. In February 2006, the model resolution was increased to
T799 or about 25 km respectively
3In this study we used the R1 version of the QuikSCAT science-quality dataset. At the time of this work,
QuikSCAT retrieval algorithms were being updated and an R2 version of the dataset has since been released. See
podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/DATA CATALOG/quikscatinfo.html
4
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Figure 1: Sample data stage inputs for the BHM-SVW from 2 February 2005. Data stage inputs occur
at (from top panel to bottom panel) 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC every day. Red vectors over the
Mediterranean Sea depict the SVW data stage inputs from the ECMWF analyses and forecasts on a regular
0.5◦ grid. Black vectors depict higher resolution (25 km) but spatially intermittent SVW retrievals from
QuikSCAT. SVW vectors in the QuikSCAT swath overlay ECMWF analysis vectors nearest in time to the
overflight (i.e. ±3hr).
5
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constant spectral slope), with KE proportional to wavenumber k−2, down to Nyquist wavenumber
(i.e. to spatial scales ∼ 50 km). Conversely, the KE spectra from ECMWF analyses depart from a
k−2 spectral slope at spatial scales of about 500 km, which is very coarse compared to their output
resolution (i.e. 0.5◦). Near the Nyquist wavenumbers, the KE amplitude differences are more than
2 orders of magnitude for the period 2000-2005. Since January 2002, QuikSCAT winds have been
assimilated in the ECMWF analyses but this does not seem to have improved the KE content of the
analysis zonal winds. The KE deficit in ECMWF zonal winds ameliorates to just more than 1 order
of magnitude in 2006 and thereafter (Fig. 2), probably owing to an increase in ECMWF forecast
model resolution. There is a slight apparent increase in KE amplitudes for the QuikSCAT zonal
winds for 2006-2008 as well. Zonal wind retrievals from the older QuikSCAT processing system
(i.e. R1) were not available after 2005. The small augmentation of KE in 2006 and thereafter is
probably due to the change to the R2 dataset.
The KE deficiency of weather-center analyses at high wavenumbers (i.e. spatial scales shorter
than several hundred kilometers) is well-known, and has been demonstrated for a very wide variety
of locations (e.g. Milliff et al, 1996; 1999; Patoux and Brown, 2001; Chelton et al., 2004; Milliff,
2004; Milliff et al., 2004; Chelton et al., 2005; etc.). Missing power in synoptic and mesoscale
winds has important implications for momentum, heat, and material property fluxes across the air-
sea interface. As noted above, accurate representations of these fluxes, and their uncertainties, are
key to the utility of the SVW field in generating ensemble ocean initial conditions, and ensemble
ocean forecasts. We will demonstrate in section 3 below that the BHM methodology facilitates
the blending of advantages in SVW datasets; including ubiquitous and uniform coverage from
ECMWF analyses, and realistic high-wavenumber KE content from QuikSCAT SVW. As a result,
wind field realizations from the posterior distribution of a SVW BHM can be used to generate
ensemble ocean initial conditions.
2.2 Scatterometer-based BHM-SVW
Royle et al. (1998) derived a SVW BHM for a single snapshot in time, based on 2 swaths of scat-
terometer winds from NSCAT in the Labrador Sea region. The process model in Royle et al. (1998)
was based on a geostrophic-ageostrophic partition of the SVW field. Sea-level pressure (SLP) was
represented by a generic spatial correlation model with random parameters. The parameters of the
geostrophic-ageostrophic model and the spatial correlation model were estimated in the posterior
distribution. The posterior mean SVW and SLP compared well with nearest in time ECMWF fields
6
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Figure 2: Zonal wind kinetic energy (KE) vs. spatial wavenumber (k) for nine years; 2000-2008 (see
colors) from ECMWF and QuikSCAT. The longest continuous spatial series for SVW occur in the southern
halves of the eastern and western basins of the Mediterranean Sea. Zonal wind spatial series from ECMWF
are collected along zonal lines in red (see map inset), and spatial series for QuikSCAT are collected along
cross-swath lines in the same regions (see map inset, black lines). Typical annual spread in monthly average
KE vs. k spectral values are noted on the spectra for 2000. The KE content in zonal wind spectra for
recent years (2006-2008) has increased in conjunction with ECMWF forecast model resolution (i.e. model
resolution increased from T511 for 2000-2005 to T799 in 2006). A small increase in the KE content of the
QSCAT spectra is probably due to a change in the datasets used (i.e. the R2 data were used for the years
2006-2008 since R1 was no longer available).
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for a polar low pressure system event in the Labrador Sea. A similar geostrophic-ageostrophic pro-
cess model will be developed here.
Wikle et al. (2001) create a SVW model for tropical winds based on scatterometer winds from
NSCAT and weather-center winds from NCEP reanalysis. The process model component of the
Wikle et al. (2001) BHM is based on the normal modes of the equatorial β−plane (at large scales)
and a turbulence closure model based on observed KE spectra for the tropical surface winds (e.g.
Wikle et al., 1998). The closure model part is implemented using multi-resolution wavelet bases.
Realistic surface convergence features in the posterior mean winds correspond well with intense
atmospheric deep convection and rainband signatures in infrared cloud imagery during the mature
phase of the tropical cyclone Dale life-cycle. Hoar et al. (2003) extended the Wikle et al. (2001)
model to generate a multi-year dataset of 50 realizations of the SVW in the tropical Indian and
western Pacific Ocean, based on SVW from QuikSCAT retrievals and the NCEP FNL analyses.
Multi-resolution wavelet bases are used as part of the error process model in the BHM-SVW to be
developed here.
Berliner et al. (2003) demonstrated BHM capabilities with multi-platform observations in data
stage distributions for an idealized air-sea interaction model in a high-latitude partially enclosed
sea. Simulated scatterometer and altimeter data were created for an hypothetical propagating low-
pressure system. Spatial and temporal variability in ocean streamfunction uncertainty were derived
from the spread of the posterior distribution.
2.3 MFS Operations
The MFS is a long-lived operational ocean forecast system that has been producing regular 10-day
forecasts every week since January 2000, and every day since September 2004. MFS is comprised
of a data assimilation system and an ocean forecast model. Updates and improvements in both
components are always under development. The details of the forecast model will be described
in part 2 (Bonazzi et al., 2009; see also Tonani et al., 2008). For now, we note that the model
horizontal resolution is 1/16◦ × 1/16◦. The vertical dimension is discretized into 72 unevenly-
spaced vertical levels, resolving the upper ocean at scales on the order of tens of meters. The
multivariate data assimilation system at the time of this research was a reduced-order optimal
interpolation scheme called the System for Ocean Forecast and Analysis (SOFA; Dobricic et al.,
2005; 2007). Input data streams include: satellite-derived sea surface temperature (SST) and sea-
level anomaly composites; salinity and temperature profiles from volunteer observing ship XBT
8
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casts and drifting buoys (e.g. ARGO).
The data assimilation procedure in MFS spans 14 days prior to the initial condition time. MFS
observations are collected for each day and assimilated to create daily analyses denoted by days
1A− 14A; where day 14A at noon is the ocean forecast initial condition. The daily model integra-
tions during the analysis period are forced by surface variable fields from ECMWF analyses in the
operational system. We will supplant the wind forcing with realizations from the BHM-SVW in
this study. Similarly, surface wind forcings during the forecast step (i.e. days 1F − 10F ) are taken
from ECMWF forecasts in the operational system, and they will be replaced here by BHM-SVW
realizations (BHM-SVW impacts on the OEF are analyzed in Part 2; Bonazzi et al., 2009).
3 BHM Design
The BHM design discussion in this section follows a format developed by Berliner et al. (2003) that
has been used to provide background for BHM applications in a variety of geophysical systems.
In addition, Bonazzi (2008) is a doctoral dissertation that contains BHM design details specific to
the MFS application, in a version of BHM-SVW that predates the ones presented here.
3.1 BHM design concepts
Applications of BHM in geophysical settings are usefully organized in three parts leading to a
posterior distribution for the geophysical process of interest and parameters that arise in the mod-
elling. To begin, let the primary physical process of interest, SVW over the Mediterranean Sea, in
the BHM design be denoted by W and let [W ]4 denote the time and space distribution of W for an
analysis period of 14 days, followed by a forecast period of 10 days. In the following, we suppress
explicit indices for time and space dependence for simplicity.
The end-product of our BHM is the probability distribution,
[W, θd, θp|D] ∝ [D|W, θd][W |θp][θp, θd] (1)
where the left-hand side is the posterior distribution [W, θd, θp|D] and the right-hand side is the
product of hierarchically specified distributions: the data stage [D|W, θd], process model stage
4Here we adopt a common notation such that: [A] denotes a probability distribution for a random variable A;
[A,B] is the joint distribution for A and B; and [A|B] is the conditional distribution of A given the distribution for B.
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[W |θp], and parameter distribution [θd, θp], respectively. Note that the uncertainties in the input
data streams D are represented by [D|W, θd]. We have identified data stage parameters by θd, and
the process model stage parameters by θp.
Equation (1) is expressed as a proportionality. The quantity
∫
[D|W, θd][W |θp][θp, θd]dWdθpdθd
normalizes the right-hand side of (1), and insures the posterior distribution integrates to 1. How-
ever, this integral is not tractable in complex settings such as those considered here. The advent of
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; e.g. Robert and Casella, 2004) methods to sample directly
from estimates of the posterior has led to the implementations of BHM in very large state-space
systems
The model formulation in (1) is expanded below to incorporate multiple data sources (e.g.
SVW from QuikSCAT and ECMWF analyses and forecasts), and a process model hierarchy that
relates the SVW to SLP (i.e. extending Royle et al., 1998), leading in turn to an additional data
stage distribution for SLP “observations” (again, from ECMWF analyses and forecasts). The BHM
output grids in time and space are similar to those of the ECMWF analyses and forecasts over the
ocean (i.e. 0.5◦ grid, every 6hr).
3.2 Data stage distribution design
Data stage distributions are adapted from measurement error models for the scatterometer system,
and analysis vs. forecast comparisons for SVW and SLP from ECMWF (see Fig. 1; see also
Chelton and Freilich, 2005). For the QuikSCAT data we let:
Ds|W, Ks ∼ N(KsW,σ2sI) (2)
which reads, “The distribution of scatterometer observations Ds, given the true winds W and an
incidence operator Ks that defines W on the target grid, is prescribed to be a normal distribution 5,
with mean value given by the interpolated true wind, and variance given by σ2s”. The “true winds”
are not known, but from measurement error models (e.g. Freilich, 1997; Ebuchi et al., 2002; Draper
and Long, 2002; Freilich and Vanhoff, 2003), we characterize the distribution of measurements we
can expect. In general Ks and σ2s in (2) may be partially unknown and, hence, included in θd. In
this article we specify exact values for these quantities, and hence, make no further reference to
them as unknown, random variables.
5where N(a, b) denotes a multivariate normal (or Gaussian) distribution with mean a and covariance matrix b.
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Here, we have specified a simple Gaussian distribution about an unbiased mean, linearly inter-
polated to a regular 0.5◦ grid, with site-wise variances σ2s taken from the literature (and noted in
Appendix 3). More complicated data stage models could conceivably include bias terms, sophis-
ticated incidence operators, and even model functional formulations to convert radar backscatter
data to SVW. We have chosen to use retrieved winds and straightforward models for uncertainty
given prior experience with the high quality data from QuikSCAT.
Data stage distributions of similar forms are prescribed for the ECMWF SVW and SLP inputs
(i.e. for the ECMWF SVW De|W, Ke ∼ N(KeW,σ2eI)). Variance terms in the SVW data stage
inputs from ECMWF (i.e. σ2e ) are estimated by comparing basin-wide statistics for QuikSCAT
winds with the basin-scale statistics from ECMWF over several annual cycles (values provided
in Appendix 3). The likely increases in uncertainties for surface winds and SLP as functions of
forecast lead time, vs. fixed uncertainties during the analysis period, were not accounted for in the
data stage distribution specifications used here. This is discussed in greater detail in part 2 (Bonazzi
et al., 2009). In future enhancements of the BHM-SVW for the Mediterranean, the variance terms
in data stage distributions of the form (2) can be made time-dependent to accommodate increasing
uncertainty during the forecast period.
3.3 Process model stage distribution design
Building on prior work (e.g. Royle et al., 1998), we begin from a geostrophic-ageostrophic parti-
tion of the SVW in the process model design. Expanding on the process model concepts in earlier
BHM, a Rayleigh Friction Equation (RFE; e.g. Stevens et al., 2002) model is invoked to include
explicitly a surface friction effect. The RFE are an approximation of the full momentum and ther-
modynamic equations for the surface wind. This is a model design choice made in light of the kind
of information we expect from the QuikSCAT inputs to the data stage distribution. In particular,
we consider the volume and precision of the QuikSCAT data. In addition, there are no compara-
ble coincident satellite observations of boundary layer and air-sea interface thermodynamic terms
(i.e. temperature and moisture gradients) to augment the high-resolution, high-precision SVW data
from QuikSCAT. Therefore, we did not introduce explicit thermodynamic terms and coefficients
in the process model. Nonetheless, the SVW from QuikSCAT data contain the thermodynamic
effects that lead to the vector wind signal that is measured by the satellite. In deciding to base the
process model stage on approximations of the RFE, we have not neglected thermodynamic effects,
but rather relied upon the data stage distribution to account for them. Similar arguments pertain to
11
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the implicit treatment of neglected (e.g. non-linear) terms in the momentum equations as well.
The ECMWF analyses and forecasts contain thermodynamic quantities that could have been
included in the data stage inputs and explicitly included in the process model form. However,
Fig. 2 demonstrates a deficiency in the resolution of synoptic and mesoscales in the weather-
center analyses. We chose not to explicitly include thermodynamic terms in the process model
when the only interaction from the data stage distribution could have been from coarse resolution
information ECMWF inputs.
The RFE are given by:
∂u
∂t
− fv = − 1
ρo
∂p
∂x
− γu
∂v
∂t
+ fu = − 1
ρo
∂p
∂y
− γv (3)
where f is the Coriolis term, ρo is the reference atmospheric density, p is SLP, and γ is the Rayleigh
friction term. The SLP is decomposed into a summation of m spatial structure functions φk(x, y),
k = 1, . . . ,m, each multiplied by time-dependent scalar weights ak(t), as in:
p(x, y, t) = µ +
m∑
k=1
ak(t)φk(x, y). (4)
The momentum equations (3) can be rearranged into: a) an equation in the zonal velocity u that
depends only on u (i.e. and not v) and SLP time-derivative and spatial-gradient terms; and b) an
equation in v not depending on u and similar SLP spatial-gradient and time-derivative terms. These
are given by:
1
f
[
∂2
∂t2
+ (f 2 + γ2)
]
u + 2
γ
f
∂u
∂t
= − 1
ρo
∂p
∂y
− 1
ρof
∂2p
∂x∂t
− γ
ρof
∂p
∂x
;
1
f
[
∂2
∂t2
+ (f 2 + γ2)
]
v + 2
γ
f
∂v
∂t
=
1
ρo
∂p
∂x
− 1
ρof
∂2p
∂y∂t
− γ
ρof
∂p
∂y
. (5)
In the process model to be developed here, we eliminate explicit time-derivative terms from (5),
yielding a geostrophic-ageostrophic model similar to the process model in Royle et al. (1998).
The model design choice to include explicit terms for only geostrophic and ageostrophic pressure
gradients is essentially ad hoc. A more systematic approach to process model design is described
in Appendix 1. It involves classical scaling arguments and small parameter expansions to identify
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leading-order terms in the scaled equations. Process models based on these procedures will be
compared and reported elsewhere. Nonetheless, the geostrophic-ageostrophic truncation of the
RFE can be written:
u = − f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂y
− γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂x
+ implu1
v =
f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂x
− γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂y
+ impl v1 (6)
These are the expressions, in continuous form, that lead to the process model component of the
BHM-SVW. We will refer to this as “atmospheric model 1”, or A1 in the following. The terms
implu1,v1 denote the terms that are not explicit (i.e. implicit) in the A1 model (see Appendix 1).
Discrete, vectorized forms for (6) are obtained by centered-space approximations;
Ut = − f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
DyPt − γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
DxPt;
Vt =
f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
DxPt − γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
DyPt. (7)
Where the discrete estimates for vectorized u at time t is Ut, the SLP at time t is Pt, and Dx,y
are the discrete operators for the spatial derivatives. The important conceptual leap to a stochastic
form for (7) is given by a relatively subtle notational change in the equations as:
Ut = a1,1DyPt + a1,2DxPt + (1,u;
Vt = b1,1DxPt + b1,2DyPt + (1,v, (8)
where (1,u and (1,v are random error terms to be described. A stochastic form for the SLP decom-
position (4) is:
Pt(x, y) = µ +
N∑
k=1
αk(t)φk(x, y). (9)
Here, the coefficients a1,1, a1,2, b1,1, b1,2 and αk in (8) and (9) are assumed to be random and
therefore endowed with probability distributions to be prescribed at the next level of the hierarchy.
In other words, the a1,j, b1,j and αk are some of the parameters contained in θp (i.e. see (1)) for the
A1 model.
Next, we formulate prior distributions for the above coefficients (formally, these are compo-
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nents of θp). Specifically, our prior distributions for the random coefficients a1,j, b1,j and αk are:
a1,1 ∼ N(− f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
, σ2a11)
a1,2 ∼ N(− γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
, σ2a12)
b1,1 ∼ N( f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
, σ2b11)
b1,2 ∼ N(− γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
, σ2b12)
αk ∼ N(0,σ2P ). (10)
Values used for the parameters of these distributions (e.g. σ2a11) are listed in Appendix 3.
The (u,v are the process model uncertainty terms in (8). They can be thought of as “model
misfit” terms that measure the representativeness of the process model. The (u,v include the com-
bined effects of unknown distributions corresponding to terms excluded in the truncation of the
RFE (see Appendix 1), as well as unknown impacts of terms not included explicitly in the RFE
(i.e. thermodynamics). If, given the QuikSCAT and ECMWF data, the RFE are not an appropriate
starting place for the development of the A1 model, or the truncation to a geostrophic-ageostrophic
model is too severe, then we expect the modal values of the posterior distributions for the vector-
ized values of (1;u,v to be greater than the modes for the posterior distributions of the a1,j, b1,j in
(8).
The distribution specification for the (u,v evolved to the form referred to as “error model 3” or
E3 (see Bonazzi, 2008). It is given by:
(u,v =
nβ∑
k=1
βu,vk Wk + (˜u,v (11)
(˜u,v ∼ N(0,σ2u,v).
E3 is comprised of two parts: a) a spatially-structured part consisting of nested wavelet bases Wk,
weighted by random coefficients βk; and b) a Gaussian noise part (i.e. (˜ ). The wavelet bases are
adapted from the SVW BHM for tropical winds in Wikle et al. (2001). They are imposed, as a
complete set fit to the finite domain, to account for multi-scale correlated error processes that were
shown to be important, given scatterometer data, by Wikle et al. (2001). The BHM methodology
allows this more efficient form to replace an explicit model for the full error covariance struc-
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ture that would not be tractable in a problem with a state-space dimension comparable to ours.
While the error model forms E3 (12) are identical for each velocity component, (Ut, Vt), the
σ2u,v are treated as independent (i.e. independent and identically distributed or “iid”). Conditional
distributions for the terms and arising from E3 (i.e. βk, k = 1, . . . , nβ , and σ2u,v) are specified in
Appendices 2 and 3, respectively.
A second ad hoc process model form (i.e. A2E3) is presented in Appendix 1. First order time-
derivative terms from (5) are made explicit. The scaled equations in Appendix 1 demonstrate that
some of the explicit time-derivative terms in A2E3 are not leading order. Convincingly, the modes
of the posterior distributions for the higher-order terms in A2E3 are shown to be negligibly small
(see Appendix 1).
3.4 BHM Computation
Summaries of the variable and parameter posterior distributions are obtained by Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, specifically the Gibbs Sampler (e.g. see Gilks et al., 1996). The
key to the method is to construct a Markov chain on the state and parameter spaces having lim-
iting distribution coinciding with the target posterior distribution. Then simulated trajectories of
this chain, after a relaxation or burn-in period, are approximately realizations for the posterior
distribution.
For the Gibbs Sampler, the Markov chain is comprised of a sequence of full conditional dis-
tributions (e.g. Gilks et al., 1996). These full conditional distributions are sampled for the process
variables, Ut, Vt, andPt, and the unknown parameters in a sequential fashion. The full conditional
distributions used here are described in Appendix 2. Results from Markov chain theory imply that
the Gibbs Sampler is guaranteed to equilibrate to an ergodic state such that continued samples from
the Markov Chain are samples from the posterior distribution (i.e. the left-hand side of (1)). The
Gibbs Sampler for the BHM-SVW was coded in MATLAB 6. Estimates of the posterior distribution
are obtained from the final 80,000 iterations of runs of length 100,000 of the Gibbs Sampler. A
running mean of the posterior distribution was computed after the 20,000 iteration burn-in period.
Also, realizations from the posterior distributions were saved at arbitrary intervals in the Gibbs
Sampler iterations (i.e. every 8000 iterations).
The A1E3 BHM-SVW was partially validated in a synthetic data experiment wherein a circu-
6MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc., 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick, MA 01760 (508)647-
7000 (see www.mathworks.com/trademarks)
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larly symmetric idealized low pressure system was propagated along a line of latitude through the
Mediterranean Sea domain over 10 days. Synthetic SVWs were computed to be in geostrophic
balance with the idealized SLP (i.e. Rayleigh friction γ = 0). The synthetic winds were sam-
pled with simulated measurement errors according to a data stage distribution as in (2). Posterior
distributions for the parameters (10) were examined after 10,000 iterations of the Gibbs Sampler.
The model was validated in that: a) the modes of the Gaussian distributions for a1,1 and b1,1 in
(10) were centered on ±1/f ; i.e. the inverse Coriolis term (which is all that is left in a1,1 and b1,1
when γ = 0); and b) the modes of the distributions for the coefficients a1,2 and b1,2 were 0, also as
required when γ = 0 (see (10)).
4 BHM-SVW Results
BHM-SVW results for the A1E3 model are reported in this section. Recall that the process model
stage consists of the hierarchy of distributions implied by (8), (9), (10) and (12). The data stage
distributions are based on the SVW from QuikSCAT and the SVW and SLP from ECMWF anal-
yses during the analysis period (days 1A − 14A), and during the forecast step (days 1F − 10F ),
they are based on SVW and SLP forecasts from ECMWF. In the following we compare the ef-
fects of removing the QuikSCAT data from the data stage inputs with the full data stage case.
Results are described in terms of: a) “posterior mean” fields and values, i.e. the means of posterior
distributions for dependent variables and parameters; and b) the uncertainty or “spread” in poste-
rior distributions as quantified by the standard deviation with respect to the posterior mean for a
randomly selected set of realizations (usually 10) from the posterior distributions.
Figure 3 is a snapshot from the posterior distribution of the A1E3 BHM-SVW in the western
basin of the Mediterranean Sea at 18:00 UTC on 2 February 2005 (i.e. day 9A). Clusters of ten
SVWs (black vectors), from 10 realizations of the posterior distribution, emanate from the BHM
output grid locations. A red vector denotes the posterior mean SVW at each grid location for
this date and time. In regions where the surface winds are strong, the SVW clusters are more
uniform in amplitude and direction (e.g. note the winds in the Ionian Sea east of Sicily, and in
the Mistral region centered on 5◦E between 38◦N and 42◦N ). Conversely, in places where the
winds are weak, the wind direction and amplitude are more uncertain. This is evident in wider
ranges of wind direction among relatively low amplitudes realizations (e.g. note the light winds
centered 1◦E, between 36.5◦N and 41◦N ). The SVW clusters amplify and contract, and spread
16
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Figure 3: Sample SVW realizations from the posterior distribution of the A1E3 BHM-SVW for the western
Mediterranean basin on 2 February 2005 at 1800 UTC. Ten wind vectors (black) are plotted at each BHM
output grid location for this snapshot. A red vector at each location represents the posterior mean surface
wind vector at each location for this time. The snapshot corresponds to day 9A during the data assimilation
period for the reforecast experiment. The Mistral winds are freshening in the Gulf of Lyon, and strong
North-Northwest winds are evident in the region of the Sicily Straits. Where wind speeds are large (i.e. in
the region of the Mistral), the ensemble winds are more narrowly distributed about the posterior mean wind.
In sheltered regions (i.e. southwest of Minorca), the wind speeds are low and direction uncertainty is larger.
and collapse, timestep by timestep, as data stage and process model distributions interact over the
analysis and forecast periods.
The blue distributions in Figure 4 depict the posterior distributions for the coefficients in the
A1E3 process model (i.e. a1,j, b1,j for j = 1, 2) given the full data stage distribution. The starting
value for each coefficient is noted at the top of each panel. The initial values are determined by
evaluating the expressions for the means in (10) for given f, γ and ρo. For all coefficients, the
modes of the posterior distributions are far from the respective initial values. Nonetheless, the
model misfit terms (12) are small (i.e. (u,v ≤ O(1ms−1); not shown) throughout the later 80,000
iterations of the Gibbs Sampler for the A1E3 model. Dynamical interpretations of the posterior
distributions of the model parameters are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4: Posterior distributions for the process model coefficients a1,j , b1,j for j = 1, 2 in the A1E3
version of the BHM-SVW. Posterior distributions are accumulated from the last 80,000 iterations of a
100,000 iteration Gibbs Sampler implementation. Blue distributions are for an A1E3 implementation that
includes QuikSCAT data stage inputs, and red distributions are from an A1E3 implementation that excludes
QuikSCAT data. Coefficient initial values (i.e. at iteration 0) are noted in each panel.
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The red distributions in Fig. 4 are for the same coefficients and BHM-SVW process model
version, in an experiment where the QuikSCAT data have been excluded from the data stage distri-
bution during the analysis period. In the absence of QuikSCAT data stage inputs, the modes of the
posterior distributions for the coefficients a1,j, b1,j are closer to their initial values, and exhibit less
spread about the respective modes (Fig. 4). The modal values for the a1,j, b1,j will be discussed
and contrasted for the “with” and “without” QuikSCAT data cases in the next section. It is worth
emphasizing here that the QuikSCAT data increase the uncertainty in the parameter distributions
for this model.
5 Discussion
The BHM-SVW development experiments have quantified, in probabilistic terms, aspects of the
dynamics and uncertainty of the SVW over the Mediterranean Sea. This begins to demonstrate the
quantitative value of BHM in large state-space applications. In the first part of the discussion sec-
tion (and in Appendix 1) we explore issues of quantitative validation arising from our experiments
thus far.
The chief purpose of the BHM-SVW development reported here is to provide a method, based
on multi-platform data and appropriate physical reasoning, for the generation of physically realis-
tic ensemble surface wind forcings leading to ocean ensemble initial conditions. The BHM-SVW
method is a new means of achieving this goal, and it is evaluated in comparisons with more tra-
ditional ocean initial condition generation and ocean ensembl forecast methods for MFS in the
companion paper (Part 2; Bonazzi et al., 2009). In the second part of the discussion section here we
describe summaries of the BHM-SVW posterior distribution from the ocean forecast perspective.
5.1 Probabilistic Quantification of the Dynamics of the SVW Process
The physical interpretation associated with the truncated RFE that led to the A1E3 process model
supposes that the SVW components can be represented by geostrophic (i.e. across the SLP gradi-
ent) and ageostrophic (i.e. along the SLP gradient) diagnostic terms. Moreover, the geostrophic-
ageostrophic interpretation is posed for the particular spatial and temporal resolution of the BHM-
SVW (i.e. 0.5◦ and 6hr). If the geostrophic-ageostrophic model is sufficient to capture the dy-
namics of the SVW for most of the grid locations in the Mediterranean domain, for most of the
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Figure 5: Iteration traces for process model parameters from the final 80,000 iterations of the Gibbs Sampler
for the A1E3 version of the BHM-SVW. The solid line traces the BHM iterations when QuikSCAT data stage
inputs are included. The dotted line marks the QuikSCAT-excluded iteration traces. Parameter values are
on the y-axes and Gibbs Sampler iteration numbers are on the x-axes. Parameter initial values are noted in
each panel. The distributions in Fig 4 are the summations over all iterations of the traces shown here.
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timesteps in the analysis and forecast periods, then the initial parameter distributions would change
very little in the presence of the data stage distributions.
This turned out not to be the case (i.e. see Fig. 4). Instead, the data stage and process model
stage distribution interactions led to posterior distributions for the A1E3 model parameters that
are: a) centered on values very different from initial values; and b) sensitive to the presence of
QuikSCAT inputs in the data stage distribution. It is also important to note that the misfit param-
eters ((u,v) remained small throughout the Gibbs iterations to generate the posterior distribution.
Also, the iteration traces (Fig. 5) suggest that the model might be approaching an equilibrium state.
The change in modes for the distributions for parameters a1,j, b1,j is an example of “Bayesian
learning”. In the posterior, influence from the data stage distribution terms mixes with the pro-
cess model terms. There is no guarantee that the initial physical interpretations of pressure gra-
dient terms will be retained as the Bayesian learning occurs However, we know that the posterior
distributions of these parameters do have physical interpretations in the limiting case of purely
geostrophic flow in an idealized cyclone (not shown). Moreover, we know that the distributions
for model misfit parameters are centered on small amplitudes, so the partition of the flowfield into
along and across pressure-gradient terms is reasonably complete in this sense.
The increase in parameter uncertainty (i.e. spread in posterior distributions) when QuikSCAT
data are included in the data stage indicates a lack of agreement between the data and the model
as it was initially interpreted. For this model and these data, the model misfit terms are not sub-
stantially larger when QuikSCAT data are included, but the parameter spreads increase. While the
QuikSCAT data add uncertainty to the interpretation of the model parameters, they also improve
the posterior mean estimates of the SVW, which is the practical goal of BHM-SVW in the first
place.
Two themes arise in discussing the physical interpretability of the process model parameters.
Modifications of BHM-SVW that might restore physical interpretability include: 1) additional
terms in the process models can be made explicit to go beyond the geostrophic-ageostrophic model
that is not providing physically consistent interpretations for the time period and domain of interest;
and 2) the process model parameters can be made time and/or space dependent such that regional
differences in the wind field will lead to regional differences in parameter posterior distributions.
Arguments for these themes are put forward in the following.
The KE spectra in Figure 2 and the posterior distribution comparisons of the A1E3 BHM-
SVW with and without QuikSCAT data stage inputs (Fig. 4), suggest physical arguments to help
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interpret the departure from a simple geostrophic-ageostrophic dynamical interpretation for the
SVW process over the Mediterranean Sea for the period 1A− 10F studied here. The analysis and
forecast periods span a timescale that is long enough to contain the developments and propagations
of several atmospheric disturbances. Animations (not shown) of the SLP and SVW posterior mean
fields clearly demonstrate the developments of several low pressure systems in the western basin,
their subsequent evolutions, associated frontal systems, and eastward propagation into the eastern
Mediterranean over the 24 day period. Dynamical processes associated with these developments
are not completely described by the geostrophic-ageostrophic diagnostics in the A1E3 process
model, but they project on these terms sufficiently to retain small model misfits (u,v.
The zonal wind KE deficiencies of the ECMWF SVW data inputs (Fig. 2) occur on scales com-
mensurate with phenomena associated with low-pressure system development and evolution that
is more complicated than the geostrophic-ageostrophic interpretation. No such KE deficiency is
evident in the spectra from QuikSCAT data, or from the BHM-SVW that includes QuikSCAT data.
Figure 6 compares zonal wind KE spectra from the BHM-SVW for the analysis period (i.e. days
1A − 14A). The left-hand panel compares spectra when QuikSCAT data are included in the data
stage distributions for the BHM, and the right-hand panel compares spectra when QuikSCAT data
are excluded. In each panel, the spectra include averages over the analysis period from QuikSCAT
(green), ECMWF (green dashed), the BHM-SVW posterior mean u (red), and the average spec-
tra from 10 realizations of the posterior distribution for u (black). A line corresponding to a k−2
power-law is drawn for reference (thin black). The spatial series for these spectra are taken from
the tracks identified on the inset to Fig. 2. More than 6000 spectra are averaged to produce the
realization spectrum (black line), and more than 600 spectra are averaged to produce the posterior
mean spectrum (red line).
The BHM-SVW that includes QuikSCAT data stage distributions (Fig. 6, left panel) yields
spectral slopes, for realizations and for the posterior mean, that roughly follow the spectrum com-
puted from QuikSCAT data alone (green solid line); i.e. something like a k−2 power-law relation.
The average spectrum from ECMWF (green dashed line) demonstrates again the KE deficiency in
these SVW data stage inputs. The zonal wind KE spectra change dramatically when QuikSCAT
data are excluded from the data stage (Fig. 6, right panel). In particular note that: a) the average
realization spectrum (black line) is flat, departing from the QuikSCAT spectrum (green line) and
the k−2 line to exhibit uniform and higher KE at higher wavenumbers; and b) the average spectrum
for the posterior mean zonal wind (red line) tracks the ECMWF average spectrum (green dashed
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For Peer ReviewFigure 6: Zonal wind kinetic energy spectra for the analysis period (days 1A − 14A) for BHM-SVW
posterior distributions in experiments that included QuikSCAT winds in the data stage (left panel) and
experiments that excluded QuikSCAT (right panel). Each panel exhibits spectra for the posterior mean
zonal wind (bold red lines), and for the averages over 10 realizations from the posterior distribution (bold
black lines). These are compared to average spectra for the same period from QuikSCAT data (green solid
lines) and ECMWF analysis winds (green dashed lines). A reference line for a k−2 power-law is also
shown (thin black line). Spatial series are taken from the tracks identified on the inset to Fig. 2. Vertical
bars at selected wavenumbers indicate the spreads for spectra computed from realizations of the posterior
distribution (black) and the posterior mean (red).
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line). This suggests that the SVW process in the BHM realizations when QuikSCAT data are ex-
cluded is dominated by a white-noise behavior at the wavenumbers corresponding to synoptic and
mesoscale variability (i.e. from scales ∼ 300 km and finer). The noise process in each realization
drives zonal wind KE amplitudes in excess of the approximate power-law relation detectable by
QuikSCAT. Averaging over all realizations in the posterior distribution (i.e. to obtain the posterior
mean) cancels the noise process and the posterior mean spectrum (red) reflects the zonal wind KE
deficiency already noted in the ECMWF SVW (i.e. Fig 2).
The impacts of terms important for cyclone development and frontal dynamics are represented
in the data stage distributions including QuikSCAT data. They project onto the distributions
from diagnostic pressure-gradient terms in the geostrophic-ageostrophic process model stage (i.e.
A1E3), and are evident in the realizations and mean fields of the posterior distribution. The im-
pacts of these terms on the posterior distributions for the process model parameters (Fig. 4) is
to move the posterior mean away from geostrophic-ageostrophic initial values and to increase the
spread about the modes. Research in progress deals with the question of how to further validate
the posterior mean values of model parameter distributions given approximations in process model
development, and the complexity of the real system that enters the BHM in the data stage. The
spectral analyses presented here (Fig. 6) serve as one metric in the validation effort.
A second validation step is to include more explicit terms from the RFE in a new process
model development. Then posterior distributions for like terms can be compared between models,
but these comparisons are not straight forward. A first attempt at this approach is presented in
Appendix 1 where the A2E3 model is developed.
5.2 Ensemble Initial Conditions and Ensemble Forecast Winds
The SVW clusters in Fig. 3 depict a snapshot of the ensemble of surface winds used to drive
ocean analyses and forecasts in MFS. Upper ocean response differences are implied in the spread
of the realizations in the clusters at each location. Ocean dynamics and thermodynamics respond
in different proportions to the vector winds (e.g. air-sea heat fluxes), vector wind stresses (e.g.
momentum fluxes), the wind-stress curl (WSC), and the wind-stress divergence, depending on
the meteorological conditions and the ocean state (For a demonstration of these distinctions in a
global ocean general circulation model study see Milliff et al., 1999). Distributions of the scalar
surface WSC are easiest to display graphically so we will focus our discussion on this derivative
of the SVW process. The concepts of time and space dependent localization of uncertainty apply
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to vector winds, wind stresses and wind-stress divergence as well.
The surface WSC is a source of momentum and vorticity for the upper ocean. WSC drives
Ekman pumping and suction on mesoscale space and timescales, affecting a multivariate response
in the upper ocean (i.e. horizontal and vertical velocities, sea-surface height, SST, etc.). The
WSC field derives from spatial derivatives of the surface wind-stress vector field (e.g. see Milliff
and Morzel, 2001). Subtle differences in the SVW can lead to large differences in WSC. This
is because the drag law used to derive stress vectors from SVW goes as the square or cube of
the SVW (e.g. see Large et al., 1994), and because the curl is a spatial derivative which can also
exacerbate differences between SVW realizations.
Figure 7 documents the evolution of the WSC field for 1 February 2005 (day 8A) at midnight,
6:00, noon and 18:00 UTC (from top to bottom). The left-hand column depicts the posterior mean
WSC summary from the BHM-SVW, and the right-hand column demonstrates the spread in WSC
as computed from 10 realizations selected from the BHM-SVW posterior distribution. The 24 hr
evolution in Fig. 7 is typical. For this day, a Mistral event generates the largest amplitude (positive
and negative) WSC signals in the domain at midnight (left column, top). The largest amplitude
standard deviations are associated with this event as well (right column, top). However, while the
WSC event is a synoptic scale feature, the signals in the standard deviation field exhibit a mesoscale
structure. Similar distinctions in scale; i.e. WSC mean vs. WSC standard deviation, are evident at
all times in Fig. 7.
Milliff and Morzel (2001) demonstrate that time-dependent amplitude variations in WSC are
much larger than for the SVW. Figure 7 demonstrates this for the Mediterranean Sea for the 1 day
sequence of 4 snaphsots shown. Moreover, Fig. 7 (right column) also shows that the uncertainty in
WSC is highly variable in space and time. The Mistral signal at midnight strengthens by 6:00 UTC.
A weaker overall synoptic WSC picture is evident at noon, but relatively large amplitude WSC
standard deviations appear in the eastern Ionian Sea at this time. The synoptic picture strengthens
in the eastern Basin at 18:00 UTC, as do the large-amplitude mesoscale WSC standard deviations.
So, the largest amplitude WSC standard deviation signals at the mesoscale are predominantly
associated with the largest amplitude mean WSC events on synoptic scales. Both WSC and WSC
standard deviations are highly variable in space and time.
The highly variable WSC uncertainties in space and time contribute to distributions of ocean
state variable uncertainties with amplitude peaks at mesoscale resolution as well. From an en-
semble initial condition generation perspective, this is a desirable property. The uncertainty in
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Figure 7: Wind-Stress Curl maps for 4 canonical times (0,6,12 and 18 UTC from top to bottom) on 1
February 2005 (day 8A) from the posterior distribution of the BHM-SVW. The left column is the posterior
mean WSC for each time, and the right column maps are the standard deviations in WSC as computed from
10 realizations of the posterior distribution (note change in colorbars). The WSC uncertainty is amplified in
mesoscale features that occur in the vicinity of large amplitude WSC events on synoptic scales.
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the ocean state will be preferentially driven, timestep-by-timestep, in association with the largest
forcing events in the Mediterranean domain, wherever they are observed. Further, while the forc-
ing events are of synoptic scale, the ocean forcing uncertainty associated with them occurs on
mesoscales. As a result, the most uncertain part of the ocean forecast (i.e. the ocean mesoscale) is
the scale at which the ensemble spreads are the largest at any given time.
The ensemble initial condition spreads in SST and SSH will be used to demonstrate multivariate
ocean state response to BHM-SVW spread in the following.
Figure 8 presents the ensemble mean SST (top panel) and ensemble standard deviation (bottom
panel) for SST at the ensemble forecast initial condition time (i.e. day 14A at 12:00 UTC). The
ensemble spread localizes in a few regions where ocean response to ensemble forcing is large. In
addition, a background mesoscale signal is more widespread, with specific regional maxima that
coincide with variable regions of the Mediterranean Sea general circulation.
The posterior mean SST at day 14A (Fig. 8, top) exhibits large-scale patterns including cooler
northern and western SSTs, and warmer southern and eastern basin SSTs. Some features of the
general circulation of the Mediterranean Sea are evident as well. Large-scale cyclonic gyres (e.g.
Gulf of Lyon Gyre, Rhodes Gyre) are marked by cool SST patterns that are coherent on regional
scales. Relatively sharp SST spatial gradients denote current systems and permanent features of
the Mediterranean general circulation (e.g. the Algerian current region, the Mersa Matruh gyre
at 27◦E, 32◦N , etc.). Signals of strong air-sea heat flux interactions are also evident (e.g. the
northernmost regions of the Adriatic Sea). A vigorous mesoscale variability is superposed on the
large-scale patterns in the posterior mean SST as well.
In contrast, the SST standard deviation map (Fig. 8, bottom) is dominated by mesoscale signals
only. Moreover, the spread is not uniformly distributed in space, but rather is localized; associated
with specific oceanic responses to the space-time distribution of the surface wind.
Figure 9 is the ensemble mean and ensemble standard deviation for the sea-surface height
(SSH) in a format identical to Fig. 8 for SST. Similarities in locations and relative maxima with
respect to Fig. 8 support the notion that realistic spread in the SVW posterior distribution is driving
multivariate responses in the ocean initial states.
As was the case for SST (Fig. 8), the SSH posterior mean field (Fig. 9, top) depicts features of
the general circulation and synoptic scale variability of the Mediterranean Sea, with an overlay of
mesoscale variability in specific regions. The eastward meandering flows of the Algerian Current,
the Atlantic-Ionian Stream, and the alongshore flow off the northern coast of Africa in the eastern
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Figure 8: Sea surface temperature (SST) posterior mean field (top panel) at noon on day 14A; i.e. the en-
semble mean ocean forecast initial condition. SST standard deviation over 10 realizations from the posterior
distribution at the initial condition time is in the bottom panel. The standard deviation in initial condition
SST (bottom panel) is a measure of the ensemble spread (i.e. uncertainty) in this field. Largest amplitude
standard deviations occur in a few locations associated with eddy formation and instabilities in synoptic
scale currents; i.e. in the Algerian current, the Atlantic Ionian stream and on the North coast of Africa in the
eastern basin, upstream of the Mersa Matruh Gyre. Also, SST spreads are large in the far northern Adriatic
and Aegean Seas, probably due to air-sea heat exchanges in these regions.
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Figure 9: As in Fig. 8 but for sea surface height (SSH). The posterior mean SSH field at noon on day 14A
is in the top panel, and the standard deviation SSH computed over 10 realizations drawn from the posterior
distribution on day 14A at noon is shown in the bottom panel. The standard deviation in initial condition SST
is a measure of the ensemble spread (i.e. uncertainty) in this field. Uncertainty concentrates in mesoscale
eddy structures, in the specific locations associated with instabilities in the synoptic scale currents (i.e. the
Algerian Current, the Atlantic Ionian stream, and along the North African coast, just upstream of the Mersah
Matruh gyre).
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basin, are all evident 7 (Fig. 9, top). Similarly, large-scale cyclonic circulations are implied in the
Gulf of Lyon, the northern Ionian Sea and the Rhodes Gyre region. The Mersa Matruh Gyre is a
large-amplitude positive SSH signal in the southern Levantine Sea.
The SSH standard deviation field (Fig. 9, bottom) exhibits its largest spreads in the vicinities
of: a) what is a synoptic eddy formation event in the Algerian Current at 6◦E, 37 − 38◦N ; b) a
northward-penetrating tight-radius meander of the Atlantic-Ionian Stream at 15◦E, 35◦N ; and c)
in the coastal current between 20◦E and 25◦E, upstream of the Mersa Matruh gyre. These loci
were also evident in the SST standard deviation maps (Fig. 8, bottom), indicating that the spread in
the BHM-SVW posterior distribution is driving ensemble initial condition spread in multivariate
ocean fields. Because the sequential assimilation system is dynamically balanced, each ensemble
member contributing to the multivariate spread evident in Figs. 8 and 9, will be balanced as well.
Finally we note that there are ocean processes, important on MFS forecast timescales, that are
not directly affected by the wind-forcing during an assimilation cycle. These processes should
also be perturbed in proportion to observational and dynamical uncertainty in ensemble initial
conditions (e.g. sub-thermocline density anomalies due to internal waves and/or past formation
events, surface and sub-surface inertial jets as in the Gibraltar regime, bottom water flows, etc.) As
such, the BHM-SVW provides a proof-of-concept regarding the utility of the BHM methodology
for efficient ocean ensemble initial condition generation and forcing for ensemble ocean forecasts.
Applications of BHM remain to be devised to efficiently generate ensemble initial conditions for
processes that are not dominantly wind-driven on MFS forecast timescales.
6 Summary
The development of an ensemble ocean forecast capability for MFS requires methods for generat-
ing ensemble initial conditions and uniquely forcing ensemble members during the forecasts. To
serve these purposes, the BHM methodology has been applied in a model of the SVW process to
manage and exploit realistic uncertainties in observations and approximate physics. The BHM-
SVW is a sensible approach given: a) abundant observations with well-known error properties;
b) well-known approximate dynamical models that match well with the available data; and c) the
guarantee of balanced, multivariate responses in the ocean initial states comprising the ensemble
7Surface currents in Fig. 9 are inferred by gradients between relatively high SSH (i.e. yellows and greens, generally
to the south) and relatively low SSH (i.e. blues, generally to the north). The implied flow is across the local SSH
gradient, directed such that high SSH lies to the to the right of the flow
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initial conditions.
The spread computed from realizations of the SVW posterior distribution localizes uncertainty
in specific regions, and during events that are the large-amplitude wind drivers of the system for
each timestep. The resulting ocean initial condition ensemble has realistic and useful spread where
the wind-driven response is large and likely to have the largest impacts on the MFS forecast.
Stated another way, the most uncertain component of the MFS ocean model response is the ocean
mesoscale. This is the scale upon which the spread in the realizations of the posterior mean from
the BHM-SVW are amplified. The benefits of the BHM-SVW generated ensemble initial condi-
tions and ensemble wind forcing will be explored in the companion paper (Bonazzi et al., 2009).
Procedures to validate the BHM-SVW model development choices (e.g. what terms to make
explicit in the process model, the sophistication of the data stage error terms, etc.) are only now
being developed. As such, many sensitivity tests remain to be designed and carried out. A sen-
sitivity test reported here involved the inclusion/exclusion of QuikSCAT data in the data stage
distribution. The model is shown to be sensitive to these data in that inclusion of QuikSCAT
data drives the modes of posterior distributions for the model parameters farther from a simple
geostrophic-ageostrophic interpretation of the SVW process, and it increases uncertainty in model
parameters relative to the case that included only ECMWF data stage inputs. This is presumably
because the QuikSCAT data resolve time-dependent processes associated with low-pressure sys-
tem development, frontal dynamics, etc. These processes occur on scales that correspond to large
KE deficiencies in the data stage inputs from ECMWF analyses. This suggests that BHM provides
an efficient method for making better use of the the high-resolution, but intermittent (in space and
time) information content of modern earth-observing satellite systems.
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Appendix 1
According to a classical scaling, we let (x, y) ∼ L(x′, y′), (u, v) ∼ U(u′, v′), p ∼ ρofULp′, and
t ∼ L/Ut′; where primes denote dimensional variables. Applying these scales to the RFE (3), two
small parameters arise; namely, ξ1 = U/fL and ξ2 = γ/f ; i.e. the classical Rossby number and a
frictional spin-down parameter respectively. The scaled RFE are:
ξ1
∂u
∂t
− v = −∂p
∂x
− ξ2u
ξ1
∂v
∂t
+ u = −∂p
∂y
− ξ2v (12)
As in (5) we write equations for scaled u in terms exclusive of scaled v and vice versa. These
are:
u = −∂p
∂y
+ ξ2
∂p
∂x
+ ξ2
2u + 2ξ1ξ2
∂u
∂t
+ ξ1
∂2p
∂x∂t
+ ξ1
2∂
2u
∂t2
v =
∂p
∂x
− ξ2∂p
∂y
+ ξ2
2v + 2ξ1ξ2
∂v
∂t
− ξ1 ∂
2p
∂y∂t
+ ξ1
2∂
2v
∂t2
The usual next steps are to: 1) to expand the dependent variables, e.g. in the small parameter
ξ = ξ1 = ξ2 as:
u = u0 + ξu1 + ξ
2u2 + ξ
3u3 + . . .
v = u0 + ξv1 + ξ
2v2 + ξ
3v3 + . . .
p = p0 + ξp1 + ξ
2p2 + ξ
3p3 + . . . ;
and 2) collect terms of like order in ξ to obtain dynamical balances at each order. These balances
will involve dependent variable terms of mixed order (i.e. when ξ1 and/or ξ2 are already leading
coefficients for terms in (12) ). An arbitrary closure must be invoked to close a balance at a given
order. It will be interesting to investigate posterior distributions on the parameters of a given
closure using the BHM methodology. However, even before adding that level of sophistication
to the process model development, one can examine the relative orders of the terms in (12) to
identify the leading-order terms that could be included in a process model development that, while
systematic, does not adhere strictly to the small-parameter expansion.
In our second process model development, we fell somewhat short of this systematic approach.
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The motivation was to experiment with explicit time-derivative terms in addition to the diagnostic
geostrophic-ageostrophic process model in A1E3. We include explicit prognostic terms in u, v as:
u = − f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂y
− γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂x
− 2 γ
(f 2 + γ2)
∂u
∂t
− 1
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂2p
∂x∂t
+ hotu2
v =
f
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂x
− γ
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂p
∂y
− 2 γ
(f 2 + γ2)
∂v
∂t
− 1
ρo(f 2 + γ2)
∂2p
∂y∂t
+ hotv2 (13)
where hotu2,v2 denote the neglected terms (not all of which are strictly “higher order”). These are
the continuous forms for what we refer to as the A2 atmospheric model.
Following a development identical to the A1 case, the (13) are discretized and stochastic terms
are introduced to yield:
Ut = a2,1DyPt + a2,2DxPt + a2,3Ut−1 + a2,4DxPt−1 + (2,u
Vt = b2,1DxPt + b2,2DyPt + b2,3Vt−1 + b2,4DyPt−1 + (2,v (14)
Where the model misfit terms (2;u,v are identical to (12). We combine (14) with (9) to obtain the
A2E3 form for the process model distribution.
The initial distributions for the stochastic coefficients in A2E3 are:
a2,1 = −b2,1 ∼ N(− f
ρo(f 2 + γ2 + 2
γ
∆)
, σ2ab21)
a2,2 = b2,2 ∼ N(− 1
ρo(f 2 + γ2 + 2
γ
∆)
[
1
∆
+ γ
]
, σ2ab22)
a2,3 = b2,3 ∼ N( 2γ
ρo∆(f 2 + γ2 + 2
γ
∆)
, σ2ab23)
a2,4 = b2,4 ∼ N( 1
ρo∆(f 2 + γ2 + 2
γ
∆)
, σ2ab24) (15)
where ∆ is the discrete timestep (i.e. 6hr).
Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate the distributions and iteration traces for the parameters a2,j, b2,j
for j = 1, 4 for the A2E3 BHM-SVW formulation with and without QuikSCAT inputs to the data
stage distribution (i.e. as in Figs. 4 and 5, but for the A2E3 case). As in the A1E3 case, the A2E3
Gibbs samplers were run for 100,000 iterations, with a 20,000 iteration burn-in.
A careful interpretation of Figs. 10 and 11 for the A2E3 model, and an analysis of the contrasts
with Figs. 4 and 5 for the A1E3 model, are areas of research in progress, and beyond the scope
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of this paper. However, a cursory look shows that for most of the A2E3 coefficient distributions
the QuikSCAT data drive the parameter distributions farther from the initial values than in the
case without QuikSCAT data. Recall, that this was true for the A1E3 model as well. The notable
exceptions are the coefficient distributions for the ageostrophic pressure-gradient terms; i.e. a2,2
and b2,2 in Figs. 10 and 11. Secondly, the modes of the coefficient distributions for the time-
derivative terms; i.e. a2,3, a2,4, b2,3, and b2,4 are less than zero for the no-QuikSCAT case.
Appendix 2
We begin by restating the full BHM-SVW, and follow that with the full-conditional distribution
expressions for the random variables and parameters. Prior parameter specifications are provided
in Appendix 3. Note, bold letters indicate vectors and non-bold capital letters are assumed to be
matrices, unless noted otherwise (e.g., I and Φ correspond to matrices).
BHM-SVW
The data stage models for zonal and meridional wind components from scatterometer and ECMWF
analysis, and the data stage model for SLP from ECMWF are:
DSut |Ut,σ2s ∼ N(KSt Ut,σ2sI)
DSvt |Vt,σ2s ∼ N(KSt Vt,σ2sI)
DEut |Ut,σ2e ∼ N(KEUt,σ2eI)
DEvt |Vt,σ2e ∼ N(KEVt,σ2eI)
DEpt |µp,αt,σ2ep ∼ N(KE(µp1 +Φαt),σ2epI), .
where I is an identity matrix and 1 is a vector of 1’s. The A1E3 process models for Ut, Vt are:
Ut|Pt, a1,1, a1,2,βut ,σ2u ∼ N(a1,1DyPt + a1,2DxPt +Wβut ,σ2uI)
Vt|Pt, b1,1, b1,2,βvt ,σ2v ∼ N(b1,1DxPt + b1,2DyPt +Wβvt ,σ2vI).
Since Pt = µp1 +Φαt, the process model hierarchy for αt is given by:
αt ∼ N(0,Λ), Λ ≡ diag(λ), λ = (λ1,λ2, . . . ,λm)′.
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At the next (parameter) level of the model hierarchy we have:
a1,j ∼ N(µa1,j ,σ2a1,j), b1,j ∼ N(µb1,j ,σ2b1,j), j = 1, 2.
λi ∼ IG(qi, ri), i = 1, . . . ,m,
where IG indicates an inverse gamma distribution.
The distributions for the βu,vt weights for the wavelet basis terms are given by:
βut |Mu,βut−1 ∼ N(Muβut−1,Σβu)
βvt |Mv,βvt−1 ∼ N(Mvβvt−1,Σβv)
where Mu ≡ diag(mu), mu = (mu(1), . . . ,mu(nβ))′, and Σβu ≡ diag(σ2βu(1), . . . ,σ2βu(nβ)).
Similar expressions apply to Mv, mv and Σβv. At t = 0, βu0 ∼ N(µuo ,Σuo) and βv0 ∼
N(µvo ,Σvo).
Finally, we have:
mu ∼ N(µmu,Σmu), Σmu = diag(σ2mu(1), . . . ,σ2mu(nβ))
mv ∼ N(µmv,Σmv), Σmv = diag(σ2mv(1), . . . ,σ2mv(nβ))
σ2βu(i) ∼ IG(qβu(i), rβu(i))
σ2βv(i) ∼ IG(qβv(i), rβv(i))
σ2u ∼ IG(qu, ru)
σ2v ∼ IG(qv, rv).
Full Conditional Distributions
The Gibbs Sampler algorithm generates, in sequence, samples of the random variables and parame-
ters of the process model and data stage for O(104) iterations. Values for variables and parameters
are used as soon as they are sampled within each iteration. In the following, we outline the se-
quence of full conditional distributions in the order that they occur within our Gibbs Sampler for
the A1E3 process model. Let Hu = a1,1Dy + a1,2Dx and Hv = b1,1Dy + b1,2Dx; where Dx and
Dy are first-order difference operator matrices.
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• The full conditional distributions for the zonal velocity Ut, t = 1, . . . , T are:
[Ut|·] ∝ [Dst |Ut,σ2s ] [Deut |Ut,σ2e ] [Ut|Pt, Hu,βut ,σ2u ]
∝ exp
{
−1
2
[
(Dsut −Kst Ut)′(Dsut −Kst Ut)
σ2s
+
(Deu −Ket Ut)′(Deu −Ket Ut)
σ2e
+
(Ut −HuPt −Wβut )′(Ut −HuPt −Wβut )
σ2u
]}
.
It can be shown that Ut|· ∼ N(Ab,A), where:
A =
[
Kst
′Kst
σ2s
+
Ke′Ke
σ2e
+
I
σ2u
]−1
b =
[
Dsut
′Kst
σ2s
+
Deu′Ke
σ2e
+
(HuPt +Wβut )′
σ2u
]′
.
Note that for the forecast times (t = T, . . . , T + τ ), there are no satellite observations avail-
able. Hence, the resulting full conditional distributions are as above, with the exceptions
that: a) the first terms in the expressions for A and b are removed, and b) the analysis winds
in Deu are replaced with ECMWF forecast winds.
• Analogous expressions and assumptions describe the full conditional distribution for Vt.
• The SLP structure function weights are αt, and their full conditional distributions (t =
1, . . . , T + τ ) are given by:
[αt|·] ∝ [Dep|αt,σ2ep][ut|Hu,αt,βut ,σ2u][vt|Hv,αt,βvt ,σ2v ][αt|Λ]
∝ exp
{
−1
2
[
(Dept −Ke(µp1 +Φαt))′(Dept −Ke(µp1 +Φαt))
σ2ep
+
(Ut −Hu(µp1 +Φαt)−Wβut )′(Ut −Hu(µp1 +Φαt)−Wβut )
σ2u
+
(Vt −Hv(µp1 +Φαt)−Wβvt )′(Vt −Hv(µp1 +Φαt)−Wβvt )
σ2v
+ αt
′Λ−1αt
]}
,
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which implies that αt|· ∼ N(Ab,A) where
A =
[
Φ′Ke′KeΦ
σ2ep
+
(Φ′H ′uHuΦ)
σ2u
+
(Φ′H ′vHvΦ)
σ2v
+ Λ−1
]−1
b =
[
(Dept −Ke1µp)′KeΦ
σ2ep
+
(Ut −Hu1µp −Wβut )′HuΦ
σ2u
+
(Vt −Hv1µp −Wβvt )′HvΦ
σ2v
]′
.
• In this case, Λ is a diagonal matrix with parameters λi on the diagonal. The full-conditional
distributions for the λi are given by:
[λi|·] ∝
T+τ∏
t=1
[αt(i)|λi][λi]
and
λi ∼ IG
qi + T + τ
2
,
[
1
ri
+
1
2
T∑
t=1
α2t (i)
]−1 .
• The full conditional distributions for the wavelet coefficients βut are given by:
[βut |·] ∝ [Ut|Hu,Pt,βut ,σ2u][βut |βut−1][βut+1|βut ], for t = 1, . . . , T + τ − 1
∝ exp
{
−1
2
[
(Ut −HuPt −Wβut )′(Ut −HuPt −Wβut )
σ2u
+ (βut −Muβut−1)′Σ−1βu(βut −Muβut−1)
+ (βut+1 −Muβut )′Σ−1βu(βut+1 −Muβut )
]}
.
Thus, βut |· ∼ N(Ab,A), where:
A =
[
I
σ2u
+ Σβu
−1 + Mu′Σβu−1Mu
]−1
b =
[
(Ut −HuPt)′W
σ2u
+ βut−1Mu
′Σβu−1 + βut+1
′Σβu−1Mu
]′
.
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For t = T + τ , βut+τ |· ∼ N(Ab,A), where
A =
[
I
σ2u
+ Σβu
−1
]−1
b =
[
(UT+τ −HuPT+τ )′W
σ2u
+ βuT+τ
′Mu′Σβu−1
]′
.
For t = 0, βu0 |· ∼ N(Ab,A), where
A =
[
Mu
′Σβu−1Mu + Σuo
−1]−1
b =
[
βu1
′Σβu−1Mu + µuo
′Σuo
−1]′ .
• Analogous expressions and assumptions describe the full-conditional distributions for
βvt , t = 0, . . . , T + τ .
• The full-conditional distributions for the autoregressive parameters mu are given by:
[mu|·] ∝
T+τ∏
t=1
[βut |βut−1,mu,Σβu][mu]
where Σβu is diagonal with elements σ2βu(i), i = 1, . . . , nβ , and we define Σmu as diagonal
with elements σ2mu. Then,
[mu(i)|·] ∝
T+τ∏
t=1
[βut (i)|βut−1(i),mu(i),σ2βu(i)][mu(i)].
Thus, mu(i)|· ∼ N(ab, a), where:
a =
[∑T+τ
t=1 (β
u
t−1(i))
2
σ2βu(i)
+
1
σ2mu(i)
]−1
b =
∑T+τ
t=1 β
u
t−1(i)β
u
t (i)
σ2βu(i)
+
µmu(i)
σ2mu(i)
• Full-conditional distributions for the elements of mv are analogous to mu.
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• The full-conditional distributions for the variance terms on the diagonal of Σβu are given by:
[σ2βu(i)|·] ∝
T+τ∏
t=1
[βut (i)|βut−1(i),mu(i),σ2βu(i)][σ2βu(i)]
and
σ2βu(i)|· ∼ IG
qβu(i) + T + τ
2
,
[
1
rβu(i)
+
1
2
T+τ∑
t=1
(βut (i)−mu(i)βut−1(i))2
]−1 .
• The full-conditional distribution for σ2βv(i) is analogous to σ2βu(i).
• The full-conditional distribution for the zonal velocity variance term is:
[σ2u|·] ∝
T+τ∏
t=1
[Ut|Pt, Hu,βut ,σ2u][σ2u]
and
σ2u|· ∼ IG
qu + n(T + τ)
2
,
[
1
ru
+
1
2
T+τ∑
t=1
(Ut −HuPt −Wβut )′(Ut −HuPt −Wβut )
]−1 .
• The full-conditional distribution for σ2v is analogous to σ2u.
• The full-conditional distribution for the random coefficient a1,1 is given by:
[a1,1|·] ∝
T+τ∏
t=1
[Ut|Pt, a1,1, a1,2,βut ,σ2u][a1,1]
Thus, a1,1|· ∼ N(ab, a), where:
a =
[
T+τ∑
t=1
(Pt
′Dy ′DyPt)
σ2u
+
1
σ2a1,1
]−1
b =
T+τ∑
t=1
(Ut − a1,2DxPt)′DyPt
σ2u
+
µa1,1
σ2a1,1
.
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• Similarly, the full-conditional distribution for a1,2 is given by a1,2|· ∼ N(ab, a), where:
a =
[
T+τ∑
t=1
(Pt
′Dx′DxPt)
σ2u
+
1
σ2a1,2
]−1
b =
T+τ∑
t=1
(Ut − a1,1DyPt)′DxPt
σ2u
+
µa1,2
σ2a1,2
.
• The full-conditional distributions for b1,1 and b1,2 are analogous to those for a1,1 and a1,2.
Appendix 3
Data Stage Parameters
σ2s = 1m
2s−2 σ2e = 10m
2s−2 σ2ep = 200hPa
Process Model Stage Parameters
The parameters of the Inverse Gamma distributions for σ2u,v are:
qu = qv = 2.0025
ru = rv = 1.9950.
These correspond to mean values of 0.5m2s−2 and variances of 100m4s−4. The λi IG parameters
are:
qi = 1.000002× 106, ri = 1× 10−13,
corresponding to mean value 107 hPa2 and variance 108 hPa4. The means and variances for the
parameters of the Gaussian distributions for the process model geostrophic-ageostrophic coeffi-
cients are:
µa1,1 = −8690 σ2a1,1 = 106
µa1,2 = −4380 σ2a1,1 = 106
µb1,1 = −4380 σ2a1,1 = 106
µb1,2 = 8690 σ
2
a1,1 = 10
6.
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The parameters for the mean and variance terms in the wavelet weights are:
µmu(i) = µmv(i) = 0.4
σ2mu = σ
2
mv = 0.01.
Three scales of nested wavelets comprise the basis set used in the process model term. The pa-
rameters of IG distributions for σ2βu,v, at each scale, and the corresponding means and variances
are:
i spatial scale mean variance qβu,v rβu,v
1 large 192.0 0.0001 3.69× 108 1.41× 10−11
2 medium 24.0 1.0 5.78× 102 7.22× 10−5
3 small 3.0 1.0 1.1× 101 3.33× 10−2
Finally, the initial values for the mean and variance for βu,vo are µuo,vo = 0, and Σuo,vo is diagonal
with the variances for the three scales of resolution corresponding to the variance values in the
table above.
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Figure 10: As in Fig 4, but for the A2E3 version of the process model distribution. The A2E3 process model
makes explicit two additional terms, with two new random coefficients for each SVW velocity component;
i.e. a2,3, a2,4 in the process model for Ut, and b2,3, b2,4 in the process model for Vt. Posterior distributions
for the random coefficients in all terms for A2E3 are shown for the case including QuikSCAT data (blue),
and the case without QuikSCAT data (red).
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Figure 11: As in Fig. 5, but for the A2E3 version of the process model distribution. The Solid line is the
iteration trace (after burn-in) for the case including QuikSCAT data. The dotted line is for the case without
QuikSCAT data.
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